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1. Introduction

Let G, and G, be locally compact Hausdorff topological groups. fn
this paper we characterize tt,.e isometric and bipositive isomorphisms
between the convolution algebras C"(G) of. real or complex valued con-
tinuous funct'ions with compact support. It turns out that such isomor-
phisms are precisely those induced by a topological isomorphism between
the groups, followed by multiplication with a continuous muitiplicative
function rrhich is positive in the bipositive and has rnodulus one in the
isometric case (Theorem 4. 1). Our rnethod of proof is based on a charac-
terization of the bipositive and isometric linear isomorphisms betu,-een the
spaces C,(S;) for two locally compacb Hausclorff sllaces /S1 and §z
(Theorem 3.1). Theorem 4.1 is a sharpening of a result of R,. E. Edwards
([2] Theorem 2) who showed that the existence of either t'ype of isomorphism
implies that the groups Gi are topologically isomorphic.

In the case of two compact or locally finite discrete groups G1 with
normalized Haar measure the general form of a convolution algebra
isomorphism T : C"(Gr) --> C"(G) has been determined by G. V. Wood [7]
under the hypothesis that 7 is merely norm-decreasing. However, in
our more general situation this assumption is not even sufficient to
guarantee that the underlying groups are algebraicallvisomorphic. fndeed,
there are two non-isomorphic finite groups G; admitting a (by finite-
dimensionality topological) convolution algebra isomorphism T :

C"(G,)-->C"(G2) (see 16l p. 306), and as \Yood remarks in l7], p.775,
the Haar measure of G, may be so adjusted that 7 divided bv its norm
is a norm-decreasing isomorphism.

2. Notation

For a locally compact Hausdorff space §, let C"(B , R) and C"(B , C)
(resp. Co(§ , R) and Co(S , C) ) denote the spaces of the continuous real
and complex valued functions on § having compact support (resp. van-
ishing at infinity). The spaces are regarded as equipped rvith the uniform
norm: ll/ll :."p l/(r)l . The letter K is used to refer (consistently) to
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both the real field R a,nd the complex field C

Cr(§) , C,(S) instead of Cr(,S , K) , C,(§ , K) .

we write I > 0 if f is real valued and f (r) > 0

T : C"(§r) -+ C,(§2) or T : Co(§r) * %(§r) is

equivalentto />0.

3. Isomorphisms of function spa,ces

. We often write f,or short
For a funcfion f on §

forall r€§. Anoperator
biposi,t'i,ue if ff > A is

next theorem is essentially olie
Banach-Stone theorem, usually
334 - 335). For classical results

fn the isometric case the proof of the
of the standard proofs of the well-knowll
stated for compact spaces (see e.g. t5] pp.

in the bipositive case see [3] and ['1].

(1)

Theorem 3.1. Let Bt and, S, be I'ocally compact llausd,orff spaces and'

7 : Q(§r) * Co(§r) a aector sltace 'isomorphism.
(i) T is'i,sometric i,f and, only i,f there erist aho'meomorphi,sm a: §, -> §t

and, a conti,nuous K-aalued, functi,on h on S, such that lh(g)l : L for all,

g € S, and,

(ii) T i,sbiryosi,tiae if and, only i,f there erist ahomeom,orphism a: S, -> B,
and, a corutinuous eaerAwhere pos'iti,ue fu'nctiott, h on S, for uhich the formula
(I) aboae holds.

The theorem remai,ns aalid, i,f Co(S) is replaced through,ou,t by C"(S) ,

-1 ,2
Proof . In each case the sufficiency of the existence of or and å with

the stated properties is obvious. To begin the proof of necessity let us

observe that, as a consequence of LTrysohn's lemma, a set Gq§i is open

if and only if for a{ty n € G there is a function / in Co(§;) (resp. in C"(§i))

wirln f@)*O and f(y):O for all geB;\G. Itfollorvsthatif T:
Co(Sr)- Co(§r) (resp. 7 : C"(§,)-'C"(&)) and a '§, - §, are bijections
arrd. h: §, -> K a nowhere vanishing function such that formula (l) holds,
then a and a-1 map open sets onto open sets, i.e. a is a homeomorphism.
Therefore h, too, is continuous, being locally the quotient of two conti-
nuous functions. We are left with the task of constructing u and h.

Let us first consider the case of a bipositive isomorphism 7 : Cs(§1 , C)

* %(S, , C). The non-zero multiplicative linear forms on the commutative
C*-algebra Co(§;, C) are precisely the pure states of Cs(§;, C) (see [1],
2.5.2). Let Pi denote the convex cone of the positive linear forms on

Co(Bi , C) . It follows easily from the definition (111,2.5.2) t'hab a non-zero

functional V€Pi belongs to the r^y {b 1,1€R,r> 0} generated by
some pure state y if and only if g - V € P; foup e Pi implies that

j
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1p: pV for some rea,l number p,0I p <-1. This property is obviously
preserved by the algebraic transpose T* of 7 since it maps P, bijectively
onto P, . fn particular, for each pure state y of Co(§, , C) , T*y is a,

positive multiple of a pure state of %(§r, C) . Therefore, if we identify
§; via the natural evaluation map with the set of the non-zero mulbipli-
cative linear functionals on Q(§; , C) , rve get a bijection or ; §z + & by
dividing 7*gr r.yith a positive number h(y) for each y € B, , i.e.

f(o(y)) : <f , *1r*.0, 
: 

hrf@) ,/ € co(81, c) .

The case of a bipositive isomorphism 7 : Q(8, , R) - C0(82, R) is re-
duced to the above by considering Co(§; , R) as a real linear subspace of
%(Si , C) and extending T to an operator T" from 4(§r, C) to
%(§r, C) by setting T"(f + ds) : Tf * dTg .

Suppose next that 7 : Co(§, , K) * %(§r, K) is an isometric iso-
morphism. We make use of the rvell-knoryn fact that the extreme points
of the unit ball Ui of the Banach space adjoint of Ce(§;, R) (resp.

%(Bi, C)) are precisely the Dirac measures multiplied by a real (resp.
complex) number with modulus one. As the transpose of 7 maps the
extreme points of Uz onto the extreme points of Ur, and the Dirac
measures on B; may be identified lryith the points of §;, rve obtain as
above a bijection a : Br->8, and a function h : Sr--K rvith lh(a)l : t
for all A e Sz, such that (l) holds.

Since C,(Bi) is norm dense in Co(§r), the asserbion concerning a
linear isometry from C"(81) onto C"(Sr) may be proved b5r reducing it
to the previous case.

X'inally, let us &ssume bhat T : C,(§. , K)* C"(S2 , K) is a bipositive
isomorphism. Then a separate argument is needed (see t,heremarkbalow).

We denote C"(B;)+: {"f €C"(§;, R) l/(r) > 0 for all r€S;},

and.

The closure of P1 for feO"(§j)+ is denoted supp(/) as usual. Let us
first show that

(2) 
,[]j"rn«r/) 

+ a, c € §, .

As every supp(ff) is compact,, it is enough to prove that fl xtpp(Tf) I b
for every finite subse t n of ?,. There exist a 

"orrrtunt/T) 
0, a neigh-

bourhood U of u suchthat l@> ö on [/ foreach f eF, andafunc-
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tion g €C,(§1)+ with maximum value ä and support contained in U'
The positivity of T then implies fl suppgfl)s,tpp(Tg) * @. Next

we make use of (2) in proving the stronger statement

(B) 
^-: r?rru 

v a, r e sr.

fndeed, by (2) it is suff icient to find for each f e I* a function g e P*

such that supp(?g) cPrJ. The function g may be constructed as follorvs.

Choose å € C"(,S1)+ *d f, € C"(,Sr)+ so t'hat fr(*) > 0 and /, is positive
on supp(ff). When the functiolr å * T-IJ, is multiplied. rvith a small

enough positive number, 'rl'e ol'rtain a fulction Å € C"(S1)+ such t'hat

0 <fr(r) <f(") a:nd Tf, is greater than a positive constant on supp(ff).
I{ow define g : I - inf(/,/r), so that by the linearity ancl bipositivit;r
of ? we have ?g : fl - ifilTf , Tfr). Then

supp(ze) c {y e s rlr f @)>_,1*prf f ,(t)} c p rr,

since the middle set is closed and in its complement Tg(y) : Tf(A) -
Tl@) : O. Clearly, g € C"(§r)+ and g(n) > 0. Thus g has all the

desired properties, and (3) follov's. Suppose nou' y e A*. \1'e show that
I*: T-r (Fy). First of all, it is clear tlrat -F. C T-1(7r). L-rsing this
after applying (3) to T-L and g, and then observing that fl .P1 : {rc't

we have, conversely, for any g e T-t (?r)

A+ n PlsPgo(flP1)q{r},
fer-@y) f €F,

i.e. r e. P, or g e n*. Thus the sets r?, and .F', are by symmetry in
one-to-one correspond.ence via T, and as F* determines r uniquely,
we get a bijection a: §r-->§, v'ith the propertl T-'(?r): ?o(i,y eSz,
which implies

P rf - a-L(Pr), f € C"(,Sl)--(4)

The fnnction h is now defined by choosing for each y € B, a function

/ € C"(§1)+ witln f(a(g)) : t and setting h(y) : ff(y). It follows from
(a) that h(y) > 0 and this definition is independent of the choice of /,
for if fr("(y)) : fr(a(y)) : l, the non-negati'e functions f, - f' and

lr-f', where 7' :inf(J1,å), vanish at *'(g), so Tfr- Tf' ar,.d Tfr- Tl'
vanish at, g, i.e. ffr@) : Tfr(A). Thus, in particular,

h(y)f(o(y)) :, (i^r) rat tr*<ut) : rt(y)

for anv / € C"(81)+ wit.in f(u(g)) > 0. If / e C"(Sr)+ and /(cv(g)) : 0,

Ann. Acacl. Sci. I'ennicre
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the equation ff@) : h(y)f(a(y)) is also given by (a). As ever;r / € C"(§1)
may be expressed as a linear combination of some elements of C,(§r)+,
the proof of this last' part of the theorem is also complete.

Remark. Ilnlike the isometric case, bhe proof of the ahove result in-
volving a bipositive isomorphism T : C"(Sr) + C"(§2) cannot be reduced
to the part of the theorem concerned with the spaces %(§;), since a bi-
positive isomorphism ?:C"(Sr) +C"(82) is not ahvays the restriction
to C,(§r) of any bipositive isomorphism from Co(§r) onto Co(&). n'or
example, it is quickly seen from the abor.'e theorem that any bipositive
isornorphism % : Co(R, R) * C,(R , R) extending the mapping
T : C"(R, R) - C"(R , R), Tf(r): (1 + x')f(u), should also have the
form fof@): (1 + *')f(x), which is impossible, as e.g. the function
rr->(l *r')(1 ]-rzl-t-, does not belong to C,',(R,R).

4. Isomorphisms of convolution algebras

For a locally compact Hausclorff topological group
C r{G , K) a,s a}1 algebra under the convclution product

let rls regard

(f *s)(")

integration being with respect to a fixed left Haar measure denoted d,y.

We prepare the theorem of this section with tu.o lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let G, and, G, be locally comprrct Hausd,orff togtologi,cal,

groups, T :C"(Gr)--+C"(Gr) a conaolution «lgebra isomorph,ism aruil, o(:
Gr--->G, a bi,jection such that, for any f eC"(Gt),ff(A):0 is equi,aalent
to f(a(y)) : 0. Then a is a grougt isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose Lhat, a(ry) I t(r)x(y) for -*ome a',y €Gr. Then there
exist neighbourhoods U a a(r) and l' > t(y) srrch that x(xy) I UV.
Since a is continuous by an argrunent used at the beginning of the proof
of Theorem 3.1, a-t(U) is a neighbourhood of r and "'r(V) orre of g.
There exist non-negative real functions I , g e C"(Gr) with f(*) > 0,

S@)> 0 such fhat, f vanishes outside r-l(Lr) and g outside o-r(V).
By hypothesis, T-f(l) : 0 for, € Gl\tI a11d T'-rg(t) : 0 for, € G1\I/.
Therefore, (T-rf) x (T-tg)(t) : I f-l@)7'rg1z-tt)d,z : 0 for all f € GI\UZ

G1

the integrand being zero both in [/ and Gr\U. fn particular,

n

I

Iu

(1) (T-'f) * (T -'s)(*(*y)) - 0
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On the other hand, by continuity we can find a symmetric neighbourhood
I7 of theneutral element ee G, suchthat f(t) > ö for f e rW, g(r) > d

for f € Wy, where ö is a positive constant. Thus

(/ * s)(rua) åLdz ) 0.

The hypothesis t'hen implies

g'Lf) x (T-Ls)(o4uy)) : r-'$ x s)(a(ry)) I 0,

and this contradiction with (I) proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Bttppose h is a conti,nuous K-aal,ued, function on th,e l,o-

cal,l,y compact Hausd,orff topologi,cal grougt G. The mappi,ng T:C"(G,K)
--> C"(G, K), Tf(r) : h(r)l@) fo, r e G, is a conaoluti,on al'gebra homo'
morphism if and, only if h(ry) - h(r1h(y) for all r, y e G.

Proof. If h is multiplicative, a straightforward. calculation shows that
7 preserves convolution. To prorre the converse, choose for each compact
neighbourhood U of the neutral element e a continuous non-negative

real function 
";fo, 

such lhat, fu vanishes outside (J and, [foplar: t.

We denote f"(t) : f(u-'t) for a function / e C"(G) and define n@'tl :
ffr * l{, for each couple (r , y) of elements of G. Then

g*',)(qil- 1,

gtii is non-negative and vanishes outside Y : nUyU, and 7 is even-
tually contained in any neighbourhood of ry, when the set CU of the
compact neighbourhoods of e is given the natural order opposite to in-
clusion. It follows easily that

: 
I f@)g(z-Lxy)ctz : I f@*)s(z-Ly)d,z - J

G2G2W

{

. I rffö*f{,)(t)d,t -

Similarly,

Therefore, if T

h(ry) - lim
U

tr(ry) - tim I uU)s|,i (t)dt .

tatu)- lim I oUrf;;(t)dt . Lc e G

preserves convor.lrrorr, Fubini's theorem yield"s
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- Iim t (rfil * (rf{,)(t)d,t- lim I t h@ffi(z)
U J 

\ Z'U' \ dI U I I 
\

o, 
r

=-- ,rf J h(z)ft@)d,z .ry 
J 

h(t)f{,(t)dt: vr,(t:1tt(

h (z-rt\ f {,(*-tt)clzd,t -

y).

Theorem 4.1. Let G, and, G, be locally cormpqtt Hausdorff spaces anil,

T:C"(G',K)->C"(Gr,K) a bi,posi,tiae (resp" i,sontetric\ aector space 'i,so-

rnorphism Then there eråst a homeomorph'i,sm a : Gr--> G, and, a continuous
eaerywltereposi,ti,aefunction h on G, (resgt.acomti,nuousfunction h;Gr--->ll
with lh(y)l : l, g e G) such that

Tf(a) : h(v)f@(aD, f e c"(Gl, K), Y e Gr.

Suppose, in add)ti,on, that G, arud, G, are topological, graups, ?hen lI i,o

a conuolut,ion algebra isomorgthism if anrl only i,f a is a group ,isomorphism

and, h(ny) : h(r)h(y) for all r, y e Gr.

Proof. The first assertion is contained in Theorern 3.I, and the second
is an immediate consequence of the above lemmas.

University of Helsinki
Helsinki, n'inland
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